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Sketch was created by Bohemian Coding.

“Sketch gives you the power, flexibility and speed you always wanted in a lightweight 
and easy-to-use package. Finally you can focus on what you do best: Design.” 

What is Sketch?



Modern Graphic Designers

Specifically built for Mac operating systems

Who is Sketch for?



Precision - Vector shapes adapt to changing styles, sizes, and layouts helping to 
avoid tedious tweaking. It does allow for fine-tuning of vectors if need be.

The Inspector - Controls dimensions, positioning, opacity, blending, and more all 
in one feature.

Tools - A vast variety of tools such as Symbols, Layer Styles, Text Styles, Pages 
and Artboards, Grids and Grid Tools, and Bitmap Editing.

Exporting - Automates the process of exporting, resizing changes, and cut-ups.

Native - Built to fit and go along with all of Macs natural features such as the 
crispness of Retina screens.

iOS Mirror - Allows for preview on iOS devices while you are working on them.

Features of Sketch



It is used because it provides an easier workflow and powerful features for 
designers allowing for quicker designs compared to its competitors.

Why is it used?



Primary competitor is Adobe and all of Adobe’s programs.

Competitors



Users of Sketch



My Critique

After seeing the different features that this progrm has, I am very fond of 
its layout and functionality.  The features that it offers seems to help 
simplify the small and tedious tasks that are found in other programs.  
Like the site’s description says, it really does help you focus on just 
being a designer rather than worrying about getting every little thing to 
line up “just right.”

In one design blogger’s post comparing Photoshop and Sketch, one 
feature that she found very beneficial was that Sketch automatically 
reformats the design of the app to fit different mobile devices and takes 
into consideration the growing attraction to retina displays.  It also has 
even deeper/unlimted features within it rather than what Photoshop can provide.



Other Information

Available for a free trial or purchase for $99

Requires Mac OS X 10.10+

Awards Received:
 Apple Design Award
 Best of 2014
 Best of 2012 Mac App Store 2012 Selection
 Digital Arts
 Macworld
 Net Awards 2015 App of the Year
 #1 For UI & Wireframing - Subtraction Design Tool Survey
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